
GOD’S MOVE IS INCREASING 2021-3-7 

 

There is much happening in the realm of the spirit that, in general, My Church does not realize. 

That is not a bad thing; I’m just telling you there is much happening in the spirit. Just because 

you don’t sense something major taking place does not mean it isn’t happening. I’m moving, and 

My moving is increasing. Within My Church, I’m examining, I’m judging, I’m calling to 

account. I am moving in people’s lives in ways that maybe you do not anticipate.  

 

You see, for those who are pressing deeper into Me, there are certain relationships they no longer 

need in their lives. Too many of My children place too high a value on interpersonal 

relationships with other Christians. I am not contradicting My Word, for I did say not to forsake 

the assembling of yourselves together. But when it comes to the friendships that you have, some 

of My children are too close to people who are anchors in their lives. Some of My children are 

too close to people who are like an infection in their lives; they’re hurting them more than they 

realize.  

 

I am working to bring about a separation in My Church – the people that you should be around 

versus the people that you no longer need to be around. You see, there are times when those who 

had been your friends become strangers. They become strangers when they stop pressing into 

Me, or they reach a point of pressing into Me and just don’t go any further, or they actually begin 

backsliding. For those who are pressing deeper into Me, you do not need relationships with other 

people when those relationships are detrimental to your spiritual progress.  

 

Some of you who would hear this would think that I am laying it upon you to begin examining 

the hearts of those with whom you’re close. And I say no; you leave the heart examination to 

Me. Keep pressing into Me and I will work in you in those relationships to begin bringing a 

separation. When it begins to happen, do not try to fix something that really isn’t broken. Do not 

try to interfere with this move; let Me do it. Let Me do it because I can do it in a way that will 

result in peace being maintained between you and the other people. But if you try to do this on 

your own without My leadership, you will foster conflict and that is not what I intend. You must 

continue to press deeper into Me and let Me work My work.  

 

There are people in your lives that you think are very valuable to you, but the day may come 

when you will notice that the two of you are drifting a part. Don’t worry about that. Keep 

pressing into Me, for I am raising up those who are pressing into Me and I am working more and 

more mightily in their lives. I am going to use those who will press into Me, come before My 

throne, stay in My presence and allow Me to work My perfect work in their lives. Please know I 

never neglect anyone, but I only do that which is best for My children. So continue to press into 

Me and let Me work out the things that need to be worked out. All is well, says the Lord. 


